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A skier enjoys the snow at Mount Prospect in Lancaster.

Wonderful Prospects

Small hill offers big experiences
By PEGGy nEWLand

‘Y
Correspondent

ou’ve got
to get
Oilman
gloves
and
wet ’em
down,”
the liftie tells me. “That way,
the leather sticks to the rope.”
I stand at the base of Mount
Prospect, a ski hill with one
rope tow going up to the tip of
a powder-filled ridge. The rope
slithers at my booted feet.
“I don’t have Oilmans,” I tell
him.
“Let the rope slide over first,
then grab on,” he tells me.
I pick up the rope.
“Is there any easy way up?”
a kid asks as she waits behind
me.
“Nope,” the liftie says.
Located at the base of Weeks
State Park in Lancaster, Mount
Prospect rises to a 2,059-foot
summit. From the stone observation tower, the views are
spectacular. Built in 1912, the
tower is listed in the National
Historic Lookout Register,
and from the summit, or even
halfway up, you can see the
Presidentials to the southeast,
Franconia to the south, the
Kilkenny Range to the northeast, the Green Mountains and
Percy Peaks.
John Wingate Weeks, one
of New Hampshire’s many
conservationists, had a goal to
make the views of his private
summer estate available to all,
not just to the select few owning land.
There’s something exhilarating about holding on for dear
life – the wind on your cheeks,
the strain of your arm muscles
as you grip bare rope and the
goal to stay upright. I find my-
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A sign greets visitors to Mount Prospect in Lancaster.
self screaming, not because I’m
frightened, but because this
is really, really fun. It brings
out the kid in you. The kid you
forgot you still had inside.
I scream and smile as my
non-Oilman gloves slither and
slide.
A man at the top of the ski
tow cheers me on.
“You can do it,” he shouts.
His encouragement gives me
just the right amount of perseverance to heave myself off the
tow at the top.
Bill Ghelli “runs the rope,” as
he tells me. He sits in a wooden
ski shack next to a 1957 Chevy
engine – the juice behind the
ski tow.
Closed for more than 13
years because of the pull of
large ski resorts with the capacity for snowmaking, apres
ski and mega-trails, Mount
Prospect became one of the
Lost Hills. Abandoned almost
by time, but not forgotten by
the locals and those who grew
up skiing “the hill” (as it was

called), Mount Prospect came
back in 2008 by sheer force of
remembrance and a need to
reconnect past to present.
“Our tow is operated by volunteers,” Bill tells me. They’re
known informally as the Mount
Prospect Ski Club. Members
help out by volunteering to
“work the rope” down mountain or up, donate wood for
the wood stove or gas for the
Chevy engine, hang out at the
warming hut, sell fundraising
T-shirts for $20 or maintain the
hill by skiing it and picking up
broken branches.
There’s even a need for
driving the Packmaster, the
groomer that packs down
snow, or operating the rope tow
engine.
“The kids start skiing here
and soon, they feel like they
own the mountain,” Bill says
as two pole-less kids whiz past,
heading for one of the five
trails.
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The Mountain View Grand Hotel in Whitefield is shown. Just 20 minutes away from Mount Pros-
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